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Copyright Statement 
 

LeiShen Intelligent System and       ,   are registered 

trademarks of LeiShen Intelligent System CO., Ltd. 

The copyright of this manual belongs to LeiShen Intelligent System CO., 

Ltd. Any unit or individual may not copy, reproduce or use the materials and 

contents herein without written permission. Otherwise, the violator will bear 

the corresponding losses caused therefrom, and the legal responsibilities will 

be investigated at the greatest extent. 

This manual is V1.0 version. The Company reserves the right to upgrade 

and improve the system. Therefore, we cannot guarantee that this manual is 

completely consistent with the system you purchased. However, we will 

review and amend this manual periodically. Any revisions are subject to 

change without prior notice. 
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1. Introduction to LiDAR 

1.1 Note 

1. All pictures in this Manual are for reference only, and the latest product will prevail. 

2. To prevent violation of the warranty clauses, private disassembly of the LiDAR is 

prohibited and consultation must be made to the after-sales technical staff of LeiShen 

Intelligent System before related operations. 

1.2 Operating principles 

Ranging principle of CH32 series multi-line solid-state hybrid LiDAR: Time of Flight 

Time of flight: the laser emitter emits a laser pulse, and the internal timer starts to 

calculate the time (  ). When the laser wave hits the object, part of the energy returns, and 

when the laser receiver receives the return laser wave, the internal timer is stopped (  ) 

Distance = velocity of light × (     )/2 

Figure 1.1  Principle of measurement 

1.3 Specifications 

Table 1.1  Specification parameters of CH32 LiDAR 

 

Model CH32 

Ranging method Pulse 

Laser waveband 905nm 

Laser class Class 1 (eye-safe) 

Laser channel Circuit 32 

Measuring range 100 m 150 m 200 m 

Ranging accuracy ±2cm 

Single echo data rate 

(Dual echo) 

426,000 points/second 

(852,000 points/second) 

Viewing 

Angle 

Vertical -6.67° - 3.67° 

horizontal 120° 
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Angle 

Resolution 

Vertical 

The nonlinear distribution, between 0° and 0.81°, has a minimum vertical 

resolution of 0.09° and a maximum of 0.47° (the specific vertical angle distribution 

can be seen in section 4.1.3.2). 

horizontal 

5Hz: 0.045º 

10Hz: 0.09º 

20Hz: 0.18º 

Scanning speed 5Hz, 10Hz, 20Hz (optional) 

Communication interface Ethernet, PPS 

Power supply range +9V~+36VDC 

Operation temperature -40℃~+85℃ 

Storage temperature -40℃~+105℃ 

Shock  500 m/sec² for 11ms 

Vibration 5Hz~2000Hz,3G rms 

Protection grade IP67 

Dimension 155×90×107.5mm 

Weight 1.5kg 

1.4 Boundary dimension and installation 

There are 4 M4 screw mounting holes on the side of the LiDAR, and the LiDAR rotates 

counterclockwise. 

 

Figure 1.2   Structure size of CH32 series LiDAR 
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1.5 Electrical Interface 

1.5.1 Power supply 

Power supply input range of the device: 9VDC - 36VDC. Recommended input voltage is 12VDC. 

 

1.5.2 Definition of device wiring output interface 

12-PIN and 8-PIN shielded cables are led from the bottom side of the CH32 series multi-line 

LiDAR. Serial numbers of the cables are as follows.  

Figure 1.13 Schematic diagram of 8-PIN cables of the LiDAR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4  Schematic diagram of 12-PIN cables of the LiDAR 
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Table 1.2  8-PIN cable definition is as follows: 
 

S/N 
Cable color and 

specification 
Definition Description 

1 Orange GPS_GND Signal GND 

2 Yellow N.C  

3 Light orange VCC Power VCC 

4 Red VCC Power VCC 

5 White GPS_PPS 
GPS second synchronization 

signal 

6 Black GND Power GND 

7 Light blue GND Power GND 

8 Blue GPS_TX GPS transmission 

Table 1.3  12-PIN cable definition is as follows: 
 

S/N Cable color and specification Definition 

1 White and orange (24AWG) TXRX1A_P 

2 Orange (24AWG) TXRX1A_N 

3 White and blue (24AWG) TXRX1C_P 

4 Blue (24AWG) TXRX1C_N 

5 White and green (24AWG) TXRX1B_P 

6 Green (24AWG) TXRX1B_N 

7 White and brown (24AWG) TXRX1D_P 

8 Brown (26AWG) TXRX1D_N 

9 Blue (22AWG) N.C 

10 Red (22AWG) N.C 

11 Brown (22AWG) N.C 

12 Black (22AWG) N.C 

Users may remove 8-PIN and 12-PIN terminal lines from the junction box to use the CH32 series 

multi-line LiDAR. The junction box has three interfaces: power supply, Ethernet RJ45 interface and 

GPS equipment interface. Users need to open the junction box shell, disconnect welding position of the 

8-core and 12-core connecting lines and remove 8-PIN and 12-PIN terminal line joints from the 

junction box. With the junction box, users may directly use the power adapter, Ethernet cable, and 4-pin 

GPS connector attached to the LiDAR. 

CH32 series multi-line LiDAR is connected to the junction box by default. The line from the 

LiDAR to the junction box is divided into two sections, the one connecting with the LiDAR is 1.2m 

long and another one connecting with the junction box is 0.3m long, and these two sections are 
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connected with the aviation plug, as shown in the figure. 

Figure 1.5  Schematic diagram of connection between junction box and LiDAR 

CH32-line LiDAR adapter box, external interfaces include: DC socket with 2.1mm aperture, 

indicator light, kilomega network RJ45 Internet access, GPS timing interface.1 

 

Figure 1.6  Schematic diagram of adapter box of CH32-line LiDAR 
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Figure 1.7  Picture of real adapter box of CH32-line LiDAR 

 

      Table 1.4  GPS interface terminal definition (from top to bottom) 

 

 

 

 

2. Usage Method Under ROS System 

2.1 Hardware connection and test 

Connect to LiDAR network interface and power line 

Set the computer wired connection IP according to the target IP of the LiDAR setting (use the 

ifconfig command to check whether the wired ip is set successfully. For example, target ip in the 

following figure is 192.168.1.102) 

 

Remarks: LiDAR target ip by default: 192.168.1.102. Configure the computer according to the target IP 

Interface No. Description 

1 +5V input 

2 GPS_TX 

3 GPS_ PPS (TTL 5V) 

4 GND 
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modified based on the actual configuration of the LiDAR. 

After the LiDAR is powered on, observe whether the computer wired connection icon is normal. 

Start the terminal: ping LiDAR IP, test whether the hardware is connected normally. Good ping 

indicates normality. Otherwise check the hardware connection 

Further use: sudo tcpdump -n–i  eth0 (eth0 is the wired network device name, see ifconfig wired 

connection to display device name) to view the data packet sent by the LiDAR (1206 bytes of data 

packet sent by the LiDAR to the destination terminal as shown in the figure indicates normal data 

transmission by the LiDAR)  

Remarks: please restart the LiDAR power supply after setting the IP for the first time. 

2.2 Software operation example 

Create workspace and compiling environment 

mkdir -p ~/leishen_ws/src 

cd ~/leishen_ws 

 
Remarks: 

The workspace can be named arbitrarily, for example, leishen_ws can be changed to any 

name. 

Download LiDAR drivers and dependency packets 

Remarks: 

Drivers and dependency packets can also be obtained directly from our website or 

customer service. Copy the lslidar_ch32_V1.01.180118.tar the newly created workspace 

turtlerot_ws/src and decompress it with the command tar-xvf 

lslidar_ch32_V1.01.180118.tar 

Compiling and packaging 

cd ~/leishen_ws 

catkin_make 

Running program 

source ~/leishen_ws /devel/setup.bash 
roslaunch  lslidar_c32_decoder  lslidar_c32.launch --screen（remark：Drive compatible ) 
 
 

Remarks: if the target port and speed of the LiDAR are modified, open lslidar_c32.launch to modify the 
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configuration accordingly. The default port is 2368, and the speed is 10HZ, that is, point_num is 2000 

points. 

 

 
Remarks: timeout means that the driver has no data to accept, please check the hardware connection. 

Restart a terminal and execute the following command: 

rosrun rviz rviz 

 
Remarks: 

If steps 1, 2, and 3 have been completed, the next time you reopen the Displays window, 

you only need to start from step 4 

Display data detected by the LiDAR 

In the pop-up Display window, change the value of “Fixed Frame” to laser_link, and click the add 

button. Click on PointCloud2 under By topic to add a multi-line point cloud node. 

 

3. LiDAR point cloud display software 

3.1 Introduction 

This document aims to guide users and developers to operate CH32-line LiDAR of LeiShen 

Intelligent System CO., LTD. and supporting CH32-line LiDAR display software. 

3.2 Scope 

LeiShen Intelligent System multi-line LiDAR display software is applicable to LeiShen Intelligent 

System CH32-line LiDAR. 

3.3 Software installation 

1. Installation environment 

    The software is currently only available in the Windows x64 operating system. Configuration of 

the computer to be installed with the software should be: CPU: Intel (R) Core (TM) i5 and above, 

graphics card: NVDIA GeForce GTX750 and above. Otherwise, software display effect may be 

influenced. It is necessary to install the WinPcap third-party library attached to the software 

installation file after the installation of the LeiShen multi-line software. the WinPcap third-party 

library attached to the software installation file after the installation of the LeiShen multi-line 

software. 
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2. Insert the software installation disk into the CD-ROM drive, open the disk folder, double-click        

installation file, and the installation interface window will pop up. 

3. Click next to enter the installation path selection interface. 

4. After completing the custom installation path (Chinese path is not recommended), click next to enter 

the installation interface, click the install button, and wait for the installation. 
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3.4 Introduction and use of related functions 

Operation of LeiShen Intelligent System multi-line LiDAR display system 

Double-click the shortcut icon on the desktop: Initial interface is shown below: 

 

1) Toolbar button function introduction 

Introduction to real-time LiDAR data reception button 

Set the data port number (2368 by default) and device package port number (2369 by default) 

 

When the power of the LIDAR is connected to the network cable, click the button       to 

receive the LiDAR data in real time. The software will automatically detect whether the data is received, 

and perform real-time data processing and display. 

Introduction to software interface: 

The software interface includes a menu area, a toolbar area, a 3D window area, a data sheet area, a 

play frame information area, company website links, and the like. They are marked as shown below: 

 

Data sheet includes (PointID, Points_m_XYZ, adjustedtime, Azimuth, Distance, Intensity, Laser_id, 

timestamp). Where PointID is the point number, Points_m_XYZ is the space x, y, and z coordinates. 

Azimuth is the azimuth, Distance is the distance, Intensity is reflection intensity, Laser_id is LiDAR 

channel, adjustedtime is adjustment time, and timestamp is time stamp. 
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User configuration write-in 

Click the icon     to pop up the LIDAR parameter setting window, as shown in the figure below, 

to set the relevant settings for the LIDAR. 

 

    The upper part of the window is for LiDAR parameter setting. The parameters that can be set 

include LiDAR local IP, LiDAR destination IP, LiDAR local port, LiDAR destination port, LIDAR 

speed setting (5hz/10hz/20hz modes can be selected under combobox), whether to get local time, Mac 

address information. At the same time, the user can set whether it is compatible with Velodyne mode 

(device data(DIFOP) stream packets are not sent with the primary data stream) and whether to stop the 

LiDAR. The lower part is the LiDAR real-time status information bar, which displays the current status 

information of the LiDAR according to the DIFOP status packet issued by the LiDAR in the fixed time. 

Such information includes GPS position information, satellite time information, motor speed, current IP 

of the LiDAR, and current port number of the LiDAR. 

Click the status information refresh to get the previous configuration information of the LiDAR 

(device information stream). After filling in the setting information, click the Settings button and 

follow this step to use the software. The UCWP packet is sent to the LiDAR. Upon the LiDAR 

receives the UCWP packet, it needs to be powered off to validate the settings. 
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LiDAR menu 
 

Offone menu 

Select the  button to open offline data. 

Select the  button to start saving offline data. This is valid when the LiDAR receives data in real 

time. 
 

 

Play pcap offline point cloud file  

Click the Open File button to pop up the dialog box: 
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Select the pcap file you want to play and click the Open button. 
 

Click the     button, select LSCCH32 data to display directly, start playing offline point cloud pcap 

file and visualizing point cloud data. 

Introduction to buttons related to play 

Click      play/pause button. When playing, click the button to pause. Click the  button when 

paused to resume play. 

Click the  button to store the data and record the point cloud pcap file. This function is available in 

the receipt of the LiDAR data status in real time under the play mode. After clicking, the pcap file 

storage dialog box will pop up. After selecting the path, the storage process will start, as shown below: 

 

Click  again to stop Save process. 

Note: during playing of an offline pcap file, the button is gray, indicating that the feature is not 

available. 

 

The progress bar in the toolbar shows the progress of the file being played, and the data in the input 

box is the number of frames currently playing. 

Introduction to point cloud display 

20 circles and 40*40 grids, with adjacent two circles having a radius difference of 10m, each of the 

two grids (horizontal or longitudinal) differs by 10m, and the outermost circle has a radius of 200m. 

Grids and auxiliary circles make it easy for users to check the location of the point cloud. 

The direction of the 3D display interface coordinate axis is consistent with the X-Y axis direction 

on the x-y-z axis of the point cloud reference system. 
 

The point cloud display interface supports the following operations: 

1. The mouse wheel can zoom in/out the display interface; press and hold the right mouse button to drag 

up/down to zoom in/out. 

2. Press and hold the left mouse button and drag to adjust the viewing angle of the display interface; 

3. Press and hold the mouse wheel and drag to move the display interface horizontally; or press and 
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hold the shift key on the keyboard and the left mouse button for horizontal movement of the interface. 

LSCH32 Menu 

 

   Click the button to control display of the LiDAR-related channel. Click the check box on 

the left to close (open) a channel data accordingly. Click on All/All no choice in the upper left corner to 

open (close) all channel data at once. Click on the “Applicable to future dialogs” in the lower left corner 

to record the current LiDAR harness selection status for the next application. The Vertical Angle in the 

form indicates the angle of the corresponding channel data in the vertical direction, the channel 

indicates the data arrangement number corresponding to the channel, and the Laser ID indicates the 

channel number of the LiDAR. 
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3.5 Notes 

1. LiDAR setting and use problems: 

(1) In the same computer, the LeiShen CH32 Lidar display software cannot be used at the same time to 

receive data in two processes (opened twice at the same time). Since the port of the PC is generally 

exclusive, after a process binds to the designated port, other software with the same process or using the 

same port number will not work properly. For example, if Veloview software uses the same port number, 

users cannot use these two softwares to receive LiDAR data synchronously on the same PC, otherwise 

one of the software will crash. At the same time, as Qt is used in the underlying software 

development and the Chinese path cannot be recognized, please do not use the Chinese path when 

naming the file and path folder. 

(2) Since LeiShen CH32 Lidar can modify the port number through user configuration and the LiDAR 

sends data to the host computer through the preset destination IP and port, the IP address needs to be 

set to the destination IP of the LiDAR, and the port number bound to the local host computer 

program needs to be the set destination port number if local laptops, desktops and other devices 

are used for data reception, as shown in the following figure. The packet parameters captured and 

analyzed by Wireshark: 

 
The red box indicates the destination IP and port of the LiDAR. 

In the Control Panel -> Network and Internet -> Network Sharing Center, click the Local Area 

Connection button. 

Click Properties in the pop-up status box, and click the TCP/IP4 protocol version in the pop-up 

properties box, as shown in the following figure. 
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In the TCP/IP4 property setting, set the ip address to the destination IP of the LiDAR (the default IP and 

port of the LiDAR are specified in the LiDAR communication protocol), and the subnet mask is set to 

255.255.255.0. 

 

(3) As the LeiShen multi-line LiDAR display system program needs to obtain a large number of data 

packets through the network in a short time, it may be prohibited by the network firewall as a malicious 

program.       

In some cases, after packet capture with wireshark software, the packets may have been sent to the 

computer, but not displayed on the host computer. 

In Control Panel -> System and Security -> Windows Firewall Settings, click “Allow programs to 

successfully pass Windows firewall”, as shown below. 
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Browse and find the software installation path, select it and click OK to set the program network 

application. As shown in the figure: 

 

Check the part marked in the red box according to the nature of the user's network, and click OK to 

view the data. 

2. Where LeiShen Intelligent System Multi-line Lidar display software is installed on a desktop or 

laptop with dual graphics cards, the default global setting of the computer operating system (automatic 

selection: integrated graphics) may affect the display efficiency of the software. To ensure the use and 

display efficiency of the software, users need to manually set the computer graphics settings. 
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The dual graphics card can be viewed in the computer configuration, as shown in the following figure. 

Users can check the display adapter status of the computer in My Computer -> Right Mouse Button -> 

Properties -> Device Manager: 

Therefore, users need to manually adjust the settings and manually switch the software's 

applicable graphics card to a high-performance discrete graphics card. The setup steps are as 

follows: 

1. Take a laptop with an integrated graphics card (Intel(R) HD Graphics 530) and a discrete graphics 

card (NVDIA GeForce GTX 960) as an example. Click the right mouse button on the blank space of the 

desktop to pop up the right-click menu and select NVDIA Control Panel. 

2. Select the Manage 3D Settings button in the NVDIA Control Panel program interface that pops up, as 

shown below. 
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3. Select the Program Setting button in the Manage 3D Settings interface, as shown below. 

 

 

4. Click the Add button in the Manage 3D Settings interface, as shown below. 

 

 

5. Click the Browse button in the Add interface that pops up, as shown below. 
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6. Find the application file (.exe file) of the software according to the installation path of the software in 

the pop-up browse interface: 

 

 

 

7. Click OK to return to the NVDIA Control Panel automatically. Select the High Performance NVDIA 

Processor in the drop-down box of Option 2- Select the Preferred Graphics Processor for this Program, 

and click on the application in the lower right corner. After the computer application is set, close the 

NVDIA Control Panel to complete the settings, as shown below. 
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4. Communication protocol 

The radar communicates with the computer through Ethernet and UDP protocol. All the 

protocol packets related to UDP herein are in fixed length of 1248byte, of which 1206byte is the 

payload, and the remaining 42byte is the UDP packet overhead. 

The radar network parameters can be configured. The default MAC address of the device is 

the device serial number. The default fixed IP and port number of the radar are subject to the 

following table (the user should not set the local IP and destination IP to the same IP when setting 

the radar IP, otherwise the radar will not work properly). 

 

Table 4.1  Default Network configuration 
  

 IP Address Port number 

Radar 192.168.1.200 2368,2369 

Computer 192.168.1.102 2368,2369 
 

 

The default MAC address of the device is the device serial number, and the device MAC 

address can be changed. 

When using a connected device, users need to set the IP address of the computer to the same 

network segment as the device, for example, 192.168.1.x, and the subnet mask is 255.255.255.0. If 

users do not know the device network configuration information, please connect the device and use 

the wireshark to capture device ARP packet for analysis after the radar is powered on. For the 

feature identification of the ARP packet, see the figure below. 
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Figure 4.1  ARP packets captured by Wireshark 

Figure 4.2  ARP message content 

 

The communication protocols between radar and computer are mainly divided into four categories. 

See Table 4.2 below for a list. 

 Main data Stream Output Protocol, which encapsulates the distance, angle, reflectivity and other 

information scanned by the radar into a package and outputs to the computer; 

 Device Information Output Protocol, which monitors various configuration information of the  

device in current status; 

 With User Configuration Write Protocol, users can modify some configuration parameters of  the 

device according to their needs. 

Table 4.2   List of device protocols 
 

(Protocol/packet) name Abbrevi 

ation 

Function Type Packet 

size 

Packet 

interval 

Main data Stream 

Output Protocol 
MSOP Scan data output UDP 1248byte 

About 

0.28ms 

Device Information 

Output Protocol 
DIFOP 

Device information 

output 
UDP 1248byte 

About 

1000ms 

User Configuration 

Write Protocol 
UCWP 

User configuration 

device parameters 

input 

UDP 1248byte INF 

 Note: The following sections describe and define the payload (1248byte) of the protocol. 

4.1. Main data Stream Output Protocol (MSOP) 

Main data Stream Output Protocol: MSOP for short. 

I/O type: device output, computer analysis. 

The MSOP completes the data output related to the 3D field measurement. The information 

consists of the laser echo intensity value, the measured distance value, the angle value, and the time 

stamp, with a length of 1248 bytes. 

For the LiDAR, the data format structure of a complete MSOP Packet includes a frame header, a 

sub-frame, and a frame tail. Each packet has a total of 1248bytes: 42byte UDP packet overhead, 1197 

byte of ranging data, 3 byte Reserve. 4bytes of Timestamp and 2byte frame tail Factory.. 
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4.1.1 Data structure of the data packet 

Under LiDAR single echo mode, each MSOP packet contains 1206 bytes of data. Each packet 

contains 200 points, that is, 200*6=1200 bytes, and the frame tail length is 6 bytes (4 bytes of 

Timestamp and 2 bytes of Factory bytes). See the following figure: 

 

Figure 4.3  Data structure of the data packet 

Note: The LiDAR display point cloud image is displayed in frames. When the data of the first point 

in the MSOP data packet is FF AA BB CC DD EE XX it indicates the start point of the point cloud frame 

(the LiDAR scans to the far right). The start marker of a point cloud frame may be anywhere in a packet 

of data, not necessarily a header. This point is not displayed as point cloud data, but is only a 

synchronization judgment flag for the starting of one frame of image. 

4.1.2 Frame header 

    The Header has a total of 42 bytes, as the UDP packet overhead used to identify the starting 

position of the data. 

4.1.3 Sub-frame 

    The sub-frame is the valid data area of the data packet, which is 1200 bytes in total, containing 200 

points, that is, 200*6=1200 bytes. Take the first measure point as an example: 

 

 The first byte represents the line number, with the value ranging from 0 to 31 for a total of 32 lines. 

Each line corresponds to a different vertical angle. By default, 1 represents -6.67°, 2 represents -6.33°, 

and 3 represents -6°...30 represents 3.33°, 31 represents 3.66°; each line is incremented by 0.33°. 

 The second byte and the third byte represent the horizontal direction angle. The high order is in the 

front and the low order is in the back, with the unit of 0.01 degrees, such as 0x11AD=4525 or 45.25°. 

 The fourth byte and the fifth byte represent the distance value. The high order is in the front and 
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the low order is in the back, with the unit of centimeter, The last byte is the decimal unit and the 

resolution of 1/256 cm. 

 Distance value analysis: for example, get the hexadecimal number of the distance value in the 

packet 0x02, 0x18, constitute the data with 16bit unsigned data, represented as: 0x0218, convert it into 

decimal distance value: 536. Divide the distance value by 100 and the result is: 5.36m. 

 The sixth byte represents the echo intensity information, with the value ranging from 0 to 255. 

(The echo intensity information can reflect the energy reflection characteristics of the system to the 

measured object under the measurement environment, and such information may be used to distinguish 

objects with different reflection characteristics.) 

 

4.1.3.1 Angle value definition 

    The resolution of the horizontal angle value is determined according to the motor speed (5Hz, 

10Hz, 20Hz) (0.045°, 0.09°, 0.18°). The horizontal direction angle defines the horizontal direction of 

the LiDAR, with the right side at 0 degrees, the left side at 180 degrees, and the vertical direction at 90 

degrees. As shown in the figure below, the LiDAR horizontal direction ranges from 30 degrees to 150 

degrees. 

4.1.3.2 Vertical angle value definition 

    The vertical angle distribution of the actual outgoing light is shown in the figure below. As can be 

seen from the figure, there are 32 IINE in total, and the vertical angle is from -6.77° to 4.58°. 

1. When the angle between the laser and the horizontal direction is 150°, the vertical angle 

between the line numbers 0-3, 4-7, ..., 28-31 is 0.16°, the line number is 3-4 lines, 7- The 

vertical angle between the 8 lines, ..., 27-28 lines is 0.81°, and the vertical angle is from -6.77° 

to 3.17°; 

2. When the angle between the laser and the horizontal direction is 90°, the vertical angle between 

the line numbers 0-3, 4-7, ..., 28-31 is 0.47°, line 3-4, 7- The vertical angle between the 8 

lines, ..., 27-28 lines is -0.09° (the negative sign indicates the position between the two lines is 

changed), and the vertical angle is from -6.77° to 4.07°. 

3. When the angle between the laser and the horizontal direction is 30°, the vertical angle between 

the line numbers 0-3, 4-7, ..., 28-31 is 0.47°, the line numbers 2 and 4, 3 and 5 lines, 6 and 8 

lines, 7 and 9 lines, 10 and 12 lines, 11 and 13 lines, ..., 26 and 28 lines, 27 and 29 lines, with a 

vertical angular separation of 0.03° and a vertical angle from -6.67 ° to 4.58 °. 
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4.1.4 Tail 

Tail length 6byte, 4byte Timestamp, 2byte Factory byte. 

Table 4.5  timestamp data storage format 
 

 Timestamp memorizer (Timestamp1243-1246byte position) 

S/N Byte1 Byte2 Byte3 Byte4 

Function 
Microsecond 

[31:24] 

Microsecond 

[23:CH32] 
Microsecond [15:8] Microsecond [7:0] 

 

 

Table 4.6  Factory byte 
 

Factory byte (1247-1248) 

S/N Byte1 Byte2 

Function Return Mode Device Type 

 

 

Table 4.7  Corresponding meaning of byte content 
 

Filed 4DEh Filed 4DEh 

Value Meaning Value Meaning 

37h Strongest Return 20h CH32 

39h Dual Return --- --- 
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4.2 Device Information Output Protocol (DIFOP) 

Device Info Output Protocol, DIFOP for short. 

    I/O type: device output. The computer reads the DIFOP to send the device serial number (S/N), 

firmware version information, drive compatibility information, network configuration information, 

calibration information, motor running configuration, operating status, and fault diagnosis 

information to the “output only” protocol of the user, and the user can read the DIFOP to interpret 

the various parameters of the currently used device. Device stream information data is in a Big 

Endian mode. 

    The data format structure of a complete DIFOP Packet includes an identification header, a 

sub-frame, and a frame tail. Each packet has a total of 1248bytes: including 42bytes UDP packet 

overhead, 8byte sync Header, 1196byte Data, and 2byte Tail. The basic structure of the packet is 

shown in the following table. 

Table 4.8  DIFOP Packet data format and structure 

 

Segment S/N Information Offset Length (byte) 

Header 0 DIFOP identification header 0 8 

Data 1 Motor speed 8 2 

2 Ethernet parameter 10 24 

3 GPS time 36 10 

4 LiDAR rotation/stop 46 2 

5 Device stream packet interval 50 2 

5 Longitude and latitude 212 22 

Tail 6 Tail 1204 2 

 

    Note: The Header (DIFOP identification header) in the table is 0xA5, 0xFF, 0x00, 0x5A, 0x11, 

0x11, 0x55, 0x55, where the first 4 bytes can be used as the check sequence of the packet, namely 0xA5, 

0xFF, 0x00, 0x5A. 

    Tail content is 0x0F, 0xF0. 

    GPS baud rate 9600, no parity bit, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit. Port RS232. 

4.3 User Configuration Write Protocol (UCWP) 

    User Configuration Write Protocol, UCWP for short. I/O type: host writes UCWP to device. 

Realized functions: users can reconfigure the device's Ethernet, time, motor and other parameters 

according to requirements (the user should not set the local IP and destination IP to the same IP 

when setting the LiDAR IP, otherwise the LiDAR will not work properly). 

    The data format structure of a complete UCWP Packet includes a sync header, a subframe, and 

a frame tail. Each packet has a total of 1248bytes: including 2bytesUDP packet overhead, 8byte 

sync Header, 1238byte Data, and 2byte Tail. It should be noted that after the user configuration 

is successfully written, the motor speed will be changed immediately after the user 

configuration package is successfully sent. The rest of the configuration information needs to 
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be powered off to validate the configuration. Otherwise, the LiDAR will continue operation in 

the previous configuration. Configuration of data written to the protocol is in a Big Endian 

mode. 

    The specific protocol must refer to the following table. 

Table 4.9  UCWP Packet data format and structure 

 
Segment S/N Information Offset Length (byte) 

Header 0 UCWP identification header 0 8 

Data 

1 Motor speed 8 2 

2 Ethernet parameter 10 24 

3 LiDAR rotation/stop 46 2 

4 Device stream packet interval 50 2 

Tail 5 Tail 1204 2 

 

    Note: The Header (UCWP identification header) in the table is 0xAA, 0x00, 0xFF, 0x11, 0x22, 

0x22, 0xAA, 0xAA, where the first 4 bytes can be used as the check sequence of the packet, namely 

0xAA,0x00,0xFF,0x11. 

    Tail content is 0x0F, 0xF0. 

4.3.1 Motor 
 

Table 4.10 Definition of motor register 
 

Motor speed register (2bytes in total) 

S/N byte1 Byte2 

Function MOTOR 

 

Description of register: 

(1) This register is used to configure motor rotation direction and motor speed; 

(2) Data is saved in a Big Endian mode; 

(3) The configuration - motor speed list is as follows: 

(byte1==0x04) && (byte2==0xB0): rotating counterclockwise at 1200 rpm; 

(byte1==0x02) && (byte2==0x58): rotating counterclockwise at 600 rpm; 

(byte1==0x01) && (byte2==0x2C): rotating counterclockwise at 300 rpm; 

Motor speed is 300rpm under other configurations. 
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4.3.2 Ethernet 
 

Table 4.11  Definition of Ethernet register 
 

Ethernet register (26bytes in total) 

S/N byte1 Byte2 Byte3 Byte4 Byte5 Byte6 Byte7 Byte8 

Function IP_SRC IP_DEST 

S/N Byte9 Byte10 Byte11 Byte12 Byte13 Byte14 Byte15 ByteCH32 

Function MAC_ADDR port1 

S/N byte17 Byte18 Byte19 Byte20 Byte21 Byte22 Byte23 Byte24 

Function Port2 Port3 Port4 Port5 

S/N Byte25 Byte26  

Function Port6  
 

Description of register: 

(1) IP_SRC is the source IP address, occupying 4 bytes 

(2) IP_DEST is the destination IP address, occupying 4 bytes 

(3) MAC_ADDR is the MAC address 

(4) port1 - port6 are port number information, port1 is the UDP local port number, and port2 is the 

UDP destination port number. 

4.3.3 Time 
 

    The defined timestamp is used to record the time of the system. For the storage data format of 

the 37-46byte timestamp with the resolution of 1us, refer to the interpretation of time in the table. 
 

Table 4.12  Definition of Timestamp memorizer 
 

Timestamp memorizer 

S/N Byte21 Byte22 Byte23 Byte24 Byte25 Byte26 Byte27 Byte28 Byte29 Byte30 

Function year month day hour min sec ms us 
 
Description of register: 
 

1) year 
 

reg name: set_year 

S/N bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0 

Function set_year[7:0]: Number 0~255 indicating 2000~2255 year 
 

2) month 
 

reg name: set_month 

S/N bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0 

Function Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved set_month[3:0]: 1~12 month 
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3) day 
 

reg name: set_day 

S/N bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0 

Function Reserved Reserved Reserved set_day[4:0]: 1~31 day 
 

4) hour 
 

reg name: set_hour 

S/N bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0 

Function Reserved Reserved Reserved set_hour[4:0]: 0~23 hour 
 

5) min 
 

reg name: set_ min 

S/N bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0 

Function Reserved Reserved set_min[5:0]: 0~59 min 
 

6) sec 
 

reg name: set_ sec 

S/N bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0 

Function Reserved Reserved set_sec[5:0]: 0~59 sec 

 

4.3.4 LiDAR rotation/stop 
 

LiDAR rotation/stop byte (2 bytes in total) 

S/N Byte1 Byte2 

Function Signal marker 

 

0x0000 indicates LiDAR rotation, 0x0001 indicates LiDAR stop. The high order is in the front and the 

low order is in the back. 

 

4.3.4 Equipment packet interval 
 

Equipment packet interval byte (2 bytes in total) 

S/N Byte1 Byte2 

Function Signal marker (166 by default (100ms)) 

 

Calculate hexadecimal number from the value obtained from packet: 0x00 and 0xA6. 

The data is composed of 16 bits and is 16-bit unsigned integer data, represented as: 0x00A6. 

Convert sectional coefficient to decimal number: 166. 

Packet interval result: 166. 
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4.3.5 Longitude and latitude 
 

Longitude and latitude byte (22 bytes in total) 

S/N byte1 Byte2 Byte3 Byte4 Byte5 Byte6 Byte7 Byte8 

Function Latitude (byte 1 is abandoned byte, byte2-byte10 indicate latitude value) 

S/N Byte9 Byte10 Byte11 Byte12 Byte13 Byte14 Byte15 ByteCH32 

Function  Longitude 

S/N byte17 Byte18 Byte19 Byte20 Byte21 Byte22 

Function  
Indicate 
latitude N/S 

Indicate longitude W/E 

 

    Longitude and latitude output protocol in ASCII format. 

 

4.3.6 Example  

    If the user wants to reset the local IP address to 192.CH328.1.105, the destination IP address to 

192.CH328.1.225, the data port to 6688, the device information port to 8899, and the rotation speed to 

1200 rpm, configuration should be made based on the following table according to the UCWP Packet 

and register definition. 

Table 4.12  Configuration example 
 

Information Change Content Configuration Length (byte) 

Header 
 0xAA, 0x00, 0xFF, 0x11, 

0x22, 0x22, 0xAA, 0xAA 
8 

Rotation speed 1200rpm 0x040xB0 2 

Local IP (IP_SRC) 192.CH328.1.105 0xC00xA80x010x69 4 

Destination IP (IP_DEST) 192.CH328.1.225 0xC00xA80x010xE1 4 

Data port (port1) 6688 0x1A20 2 

Device port (port2) 8899 0x22C3 2 

LiDAR rotation/stop Rotate 0x0000 2 

Reserved Reserved 0x00 5CH32 

Tail  0x0F,0xF0 2 

    When configuring the device using this protocol, byte-level or segment-level addressing and 

writing are not allowed. The entire list must be written completely; after the list is input, the 

corresponding function will be immediately effective. 

5. Time synchronization 

5.1 External time synchronization 

The synchronization of the laser LiDAR with the external system is realized through: 

1. When synchronized with GPS timing system, GPS will be lock, and the LiDAR counts in 

microseconds from zero when it receives PPS from timing system. According to UTC provided by 
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Global Positioning System and the LiDAR counting time, calculate the time when packet is 

obtained, see 5.2 below for details; 

2. When the external system provides synchronization signal (1 second per cycle), the LiDAR 

counts from microseconds in microseconds when receiving the external synchronous rising edge 

signal pulse provided by the external system, and the count value is assigned to the main data 

stream time. The count value is assigned to the byte bit output of the main data stream timestamp. 

When the external synchronous rising edge signal arrives, it will be cleared and recounted, see 5.3 

for details; 

3. When the LiDAR starts without GPS signal and no external synchronization signal is connected, 

it runs on its own internal clock, counting in microseconds and the count value is assigned to the 

byte of the main data stream timestamp, count to 1 hour and restart, see 5.4 for details. 

    The last four words in the packet indicate the timestamp of the section. The timestamp is a 

32-bit unsigned integer. This value represents the reception time of the last data point of a packet 

and it’s arranged in Little Endian mode. With the laser emission interval of 1.5625 us, 200 laser 

pulses are triggered for each data packet. The data accumulation time of the entire data packet is 

0.31 ms with reference to 5.2 data structure of the data packet. This means that the data rate is 3200 

packets per second (1/0.31ms). GPS timestamp feature is used to determine the launch time of laser. 

This allows the user to match the data points of the LiDAR to the pitch, roll, yaw, latitude, 

longitude and altitude of GPS/Inertial Measurement System. 

5.2 GPS timing synchronization  

LiDAR can synchronize its data with accurate GPS time. GPS Pulse Positive Second (PPS) signal 

provides the ability to calculate the exact trigger time for each laser data point, which is useful for earth 

reference and other applications. The connection and performance conditions of GPS timing module 

connected to LiDAR are: 

The serial data interface output from GPS receiver should be connected to the REC terminal of GPS 

wiring port on LiDAR adapter box; 

The PPS output from GPS should be connected to the PPS terminal of GPS wiring port on the LiDAR 

adapter box; 

The ground from the GPS hardware output wiring should be connected to the ground terminal of GPS 

wiring port on the LiDAR adapter box. 

The serial configuration baud rate of the LiDAR receiving GPS data output by default is 9600, 8N1. 

GPS_PPS

GPS_$GPRMC

5V

0V

5V

0V

正秒时刻 1s

LIDAR_count

雷达开始工作计数

0~106 us 0~106 us0~106 us ...

...

...
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Figure 5.1 GPS timing system signal sequence 

After the time information obtained by the GPS packet in $GPRMC LiDAR is received, it will be 

assigned to the time information of the Device Information Output Protocol (DIFOP), and the device 

information output protocol is repeatedly transmitted three times in 1 second (Users only need to 

receive it once for accurate time reference). The length of the data is 10 bytes, which mainly includes 

year, month, day, hour, minute, second, and millisecond. The data information of the $GPRMC through 

the GPS only needs to provide accurate time to the second, and it is based on PPS. When the rising edge 

of PPS triggers the microprocessor inside the LiDAR to start counting from zero in microseconds, the 

GPS UTC time (accurate to the second) is added to the LiDAR output packet (MSOP) timestamp count 

value to get accurate time. The timestamp moment in the MSOP packet is the last laser pulse data 

moment in the MSOP packet. PPS pulse is updated once every 1 second, and the LiDAR internal 

microprocessor count is cleared after PPS update, to start counting from 0 microseconds. GPS's 

$GPRMC data information is assigned to the time byte in the Device Information Output Protocol 

(DIFOP) after it’s received by LiDAR. The timing operation is shown in Figure 11. According to the 

format defined by the main data stream, a data packet contains a total of 200 pulse triggers. 

The exact time of the last laser pulse data point (200th) of the LiDAR frame data packet: 

Texact time of 200th pulse = TUTC by GPS + 1s + Ttimestamp of packet 

Texact time of 200th pulse ——The exact time of the last laser pulse; 

 

TUTC by GPS ——The PPS pulse triggers the UTC time provided by the previous GPS. This is given 

by the time byte defined in the Device Information Output Protocol (DIFOP), ten times per 

second and read once in one second as reference. 

 

Ttimestamp of packet —— The timestamp byte defined in the main data stream (MSOP) is given for 

the internal timing of the LiDAR, see table 19 for details; 

  

It is known that the last laser spot of the LiDAR one-frame data packet (the 200th laser pulse is marked 

in red in Table 19) corresponds to the time stamp, and the exact time of other laser points can be 

calculated according to the following table 4.12. The formula is as follows: 

Texact time of n pulse ------- Texact time of 200th pulse + TimeOffset n - 310.9375us  

(n is any number between 1-200) 

Texact time of 200th pulse ------- according to the formula above: 

TimeOffset n ------- calculated with table 19; 

  or: 

Texact time of n pulse = Texact time of 200th pulse + (n-1)*1.5625 us - 310.9375us (n is any number between 

1-200) 

Since the continuous emission interval of 1-8 laser pulse cycles is 1.5625us, it can be converted 

according to the above formula. 
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Table 5.1 The offset of the corresponding time of main data laser point position by one frame data 

packet                

Unit: Microsecond (us) 

 

5.3 Synchronization of external sync pulse 

    The LiDAR can be externally synchronized with the external system to obtain clock 

synchronization without GPS timing module. The external sync signal provides a reference for 

calculating the exact trigger time for each laser data point. The LiDAR internally starts counting from 

zero in microseconds after triggering the rising edge of the external synchronization signal, and starts 

counting from zero when the next external synchronization signal arrives. The LiDAR counting amount 

is assigned to the main data stream (MSOP) in real time. The timestamp byte (Timestamp) is output 

with the main stream. The external synchronization signal hardware connection still uses the GPS 

external port on the adapter box, and the external synchronization signal is specifically connected to the 

LiDAR hardware as follows: 

The REC terminal of the GPS wiring port on the LiDAR adapter box is not connected; 

The PPS terminal of the GPS connection port on LiDAR adapter box is connected to the 

external synchronous clock signal level signal (level signal is 3.3V~5V); 

The ground terminal of the GPS wiring port on the LiDAR adapter box is connected to the 

ground of the external synchronization signal; 

The external synchronization signal is transmitted in a cycle of one second, and the LiDAR 

internally responds with a rising edge trigger. The duty ratio is recommended to be 50% (detect 

based on rising edge and adjust duty cycle accordingly). 
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外同步脉冲

5V

0V

1s

LIDAR_count

雷达开始工作计数

0~106 us 0~106 us0~106 us ...

...

0~106 us

Figure 5.2 External sync pulse signal sequence 

 
The exact time of the last laser pulse data point (200th) of the LiDAR frame data packet: 

Texact time of 200th pulse = Texternal sync time base + Ttimestamp of packet 

Texact time of 200th pulse ——The exact time of the last laser pulse; 

Texternal sync time base —— Time base of external system; 

Ttimestamp of packet ——The timestamp byte defined in the main data stream (MSOP) is given for the 

internal timing of the LiDAR, see table 19 for details; 

It is known that the last laser spot of the LiDAR one-frame data packet (the 200th laser pulse is marked 

in red in Table 19) corresponds to the time stamp, and the exact time of other laser points can be 

calculated according to the following table 19. The exact time of 200th pulse is calculated according to 

the formula above, and TimeOffset n is calculated according to table 19. The formula is as follows: 

Texact time of n pulse ------- Texact time of 200th pulse + TimeOffset n - 310.9375us (n is any number between 

1-200) 

or:  

Texact time of n pulse = Texact time of 200th pulse + (n-1)*1.5625 us - 310.9375us (n is any number between 

1-200) 

Since the continuous emission interval of 1-8 laser pulse cycles is 1.5625 us, it can be converted 

according to the above formula. 

5.4 LiDAR internal time count 

When the LiDAR is connected without GPS signal synchronization or external synchronization 

signal, the LiDAR counts from the internal clock and starts counting from zero in microseconds. It 

counts to 1 hour (360*106 us) and starts from zero. The LiDAR counting amount is assigned to the 

main data stream (MSOP) in real time. The timestamp byte (Timestamp) is output with the main stream. 

The timestamp byte (Timestamp) in the main data stream (MSOP) is the last time the data is 

transmitted by the data point of data packet, the exact time of the last laser pulse (200th) is Texact 

time of 200th pulse  = Tpacket timestamp. 

It is known that the last laser spot of the LiDAR one-frame data packet (the 200th laser pulse is 

marked in red in Table 19) corresponds to the time stamp, and the exact time of other laser points can be 

calculated according to the following table 19. Check Table 19 for TimeOffset n. The formula is as 

follows: 
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Texact time of n pulse ------- Texact time of 200th pulse + TimeOffset n - 310.9375us (n is any number between 

1-200) 

or:                 

Texact time of n pulse = Texact time of 192th pulse + (n-1)*1.5625 us - 310.9375us (n is any number between 

1-200) 

    Since the continuous emission interval of 1-8 laser pulse cycles is 1.5625 us, it can be converted 

according to the above formula. 


